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DBST
Electro Soul so heavy it could 
grant sentience to an automaton 
By Hayden Seder

Funk? Do people listen to funk 
anymore? That was my first question 
when I began researching funkadelic 
rock band DBST from Olympia, 
Washington. Evidently, people do 
indeed still rock the funk as this 
band, once playing the classic dives 
of Olympia, has risen to share stages 
with many beloved West Coast artists 
including Dirty Revival, the Scott 
Pemberton trio, and Elridge Gravy, to 
name a few.

From left to  right: Dave Himlie, Dave Van Zandt, Sam 
Pohl, Danielle Westbrook, and Alek Gayton.
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Their 2014 debut album "Kamaliens" was 
also voted #4 on Northwest Music Scene 
Reader’s poll of Top 10 Pacific Northwest 
Albums of 2014. On September 9, DBST 
will bring their unique blend of funk, soul, 
and blues to Whiskey Jacques.

“It’s an amalgamation of all of our tastes,” 
explains DBST guitar, synth, and lead 
vocalist Sam Pohl and also one of the 
original members of the band. “[David] 
Himlie (bass, guitar) listens to a lot of funk 
and jazz; [Dave] Van Zandt (guitar, bass, 
vocals) listens to a lot of metal. I’m a huge 
Prince fan so that bleeds through. Danielle 
[Westbrook] (trumpet, flugelhorn, vocals) 
is very jazzy.” This coming together of the 
musical influences of all six band members 
has resulted in the indescribability of 
the unique genre that DBST has created 
(though some liken it to Gnarls Barkley, 
Frank Zappa, and the Black Keys). Started 
as a trio with Dave Himlie, Sam Pohl, and 
Ben Darin as a side project to other bands 
that the three were playing in, DBST 
soon became their own full-fledged band 
and other members were added over time 
to include the full lineup of Dave, Sam, 
Danielle, Alek Gayton (drums), and Aaron 
Shively (percussion).

Despite their member growth, the name 
DBST has remained though its meaning 
has changed slightly. “We started as a bar 
band and went through some bad names 
like ‘musicbandgroup’ and ‘Jam Hands’,” 
says Himlie. “When it was just me, Ben, 
and Sam we went by Dave Ben Sam Trio 
but as we started adding members we 
weren’t a trio so we made it an acronym 
with the idea that we would replace the 
letters eventually…but we didn’t.” 

DBST are really just out there to have a 
good time, while playing music with good 
friends. Even as I did this interview, all 
six band members were crouched around 
a cell phone, yelling spontaneous answers 
periodically. When I asked for a photo for 
the piece, their reply was, “Yeah, we’ll send 
one right now of us all crowded around 
this phone, you’ll love it!”

“We have a good time…like, all the 
time,” says Himlie. Narrowing down a 
funny story to tell as a band was difficult 
since there seem to be memorable events 
happening constantly for DBST. “What 
about the time we went to the hot springs 
nude?” Sam interjects. “The first place we 
stayed on our tour there was a pool and we 
found out that it was clothing optional,” 
explains Himlie. “It was definitely the first 

group nude experience for the band.”  
“For the record,” adds Danielle, “the only 
chick in the band was getting a massage 
while everyone was naked swimming.” 

The laissez-faire attitude of the band came 
in handy in the recording of their debut 
album "Kamaliens", an album that the 
band describes as “over-ambitious”.  
“I think we had grand conceptual 
ideas,” says Sam. “It took a few years to 
make,” adds Himlie. “It was one of those 
lessons where just because you changed 
something, it doesn’t mean it’s better. 
There was a certain point where we had 
to stop changing stuff.” By the time the 
group finished the album, the songs they 
had recorded were no longer as relevant 
to the group. “It was like touching up a 
picture we had taken three years prior. 
We were past the moment when it came 
out.” Luckily the band is working on a 
new album right now of fresh songs that 
are more interesting to the band and 
subsequently more interesting to their 
audience. But why take my word for it? 
Come to Whiskey Jacques on September 9 
to experience the unique-ness of DBST.

For more information on DBST visit 
dbstband.com. For tickets to their show at 
Whiskey Jacques visit whiskeyjacques.com.
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